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SA gets a raise
By Scott Brown
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REG. SALE $399

o one ever said leadership doesn't come
without a price.
For students at RRCC, the cost of student
leadership runs at about $34,000, almost
$5000 more than it did last year.
The increase comes from raises for SA
executive which were authorized at a 1996/97
budget meeting in August
SA president Cheryl Herda said the raises
are justified.
"They simply reflect the amount of work
that these positions require," said Herda.
"It is part of a standard of living increase."
The expected total SA expenditures for the
current school year are anticipated to be
$111,575.
The salaries will make up 30 per cent of
that total, the second highest expenditure listed in the budget.
As president, Herda earns $15,500, or 45
per cent of the allocated salary money, an
increase of $2,000 from last year.
She will also receive a $1,500 stipend from
the provincial government for sitting on the
College's Board of Governors.
The stipend is a reward given to any student who sits on the Board of Directors at any
of the province's post-secondary institutions.
Corey Dalebozik, Vice-President of
Student Affair, and Treasurer Mike Crowley
will each receive $8,500 in wages this year.
According to Herda, the raises simply bring
salaries to levels similar to those seen at other
universities.
"We researched salaries from comparable
post-secondary institutions across Canada.
We studied twelve in all," she said.
The schools studied include both the
University of Winnipeg and University of

REG. SALE $599
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Manitoba, as well as Brandon University.
Gord Fardoe, executive director of the SA,
said the elected student executive did their
homework before asking for the salary
increase.
"Last June, they approached us with the
idea of raises and we told them to go out and
find comparative salaries (from other universities) and then provide us with a report. They

did exactly that," said Fardoe.
He noted that the report listed the President
of the University of Winnipeg as earning
approximately $17,000 per year, while the
President of Brandon University earns
$14,500 per year.
"They felt their salaries were out-of-line
with other post-secondary schools. They were
accountable for the figures they suggested
and needed to prove their figures. It was verified that they did fit in this range," said

Fardoe.
"It is a difficult situation with the executive. They are not in a five or six year position
where they can earn a merit raise. There is
constant turn-over, so you can't award raises
on the basis of merit. There has to be some
other considerations taken into account"
Herda said she believes the salaries and

their increases are just a reflection of the reality of student politics at the College level.
"I think the positions deserve the increases.
It has nothing to do with the people," said
Herda.
Fardoe concurred.
"They told us they felt their workload was
sufficent enough to warrant these types of
changes. They pointed to the full-time staff
who were making more than they were and

Continued on page 3...

Security temporarily off the roads
By Janet Kemp

Microsoft Office Standard

•

E-mail: sales@mind.ca

ISO 9002 CERTIFIED

flat tire has RRCC's safety
bike patrol is temporarily
out of service.
"At 3 am. One morning I was
riding on a gravel lot and wiped
out The tire went flat. That's
what happens when a 400 lb.
man gets on a bike with a 280 lb.
capacity," said Security Officer
John Munroe.
The program should be back
up and rolling in the near future,
at a cost of $9 for a new tire.
Security Officer Supervisor
Robert Lechow said the CCM
Villager mountain bike purchased by the College's Facilities
Department for between $300
and $350 has been a great asset
to the security program.
"We are not piloting something
new, it's a proven success,"
Lechow said, referring to similar
programs at The Forks and along
Corydon Avenue.
"The bike allows us to cover a
larger area in less time, meaning
we can cover more area more

often."
Security personnel ride the
bicycle voluntarily, patrolling the
College grounds at random.
There is no set mute, which
Lechow said adds the element of
surprise to College law enforcement
"It has been wonderful. The
public sees us a lot more and we
can protect better. Without the
bike we have to watch the
College through binoculars, or
drive around in our own vehicles," said Munroe.
The safety bike patrol can only
be used in the summer and the
fall, a limitation that security
would like to see fixed.
One proposal for the 1997-98
budget is the allocation of funds
for the purchase of a permanent
patrol vehicle that can be used
year-round in all weather condiS
tions.
Until then, Lechow said he
feels the bike patrol is an effecfive, low cost alternative.
RRCC security guard shows off the broken bike - it
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following volunteer opportunities, call 477-5180.

MESSAGES

microwave. $240/month. Incl.
utilities, cable, bed and dresser.
Call 633-4697.

Volunteer Friendly Visitors are
required once or twice a week in
the downtown area. Many
seniors may have a form of
dementia requiring volunteers to
be patient and understanding.

Psst
Heh YOU
I think there's a message for you...
Leave your FREE
message in

P,
I've received your messages.
Somehow I think you are someone I know. Is this true? You
know how to reach me. -A
Nanette,
Thank you for being such a wonderful person. I will never forget
how much fun we had before
falling asleep! Love always, your
hot German babe freak
Ute.
Male model for photos,
staggettes, etc.Call 956-0721
Ballroom Zombies live at the
Pyramid Cabaret Friday, October
4 as part of the MARIA ALLIndie Weekend. With our bands.
Latex, rubber, skin and orange
fur greatly appreciated. Request
"Twiddle Bug" on Muchmusic
by faxing 416-591-MUCH.

HELP WANTED
LICENSED ADULT ENTERTAINMENT AGENCY needs
dancers and escorts. No experience necessary, flexible hours.
Must obtain own license.
CACHET ESCORTS 982-1700

WITNESS WANIID
RE: Accident on King Edward
St. on Wed. Sept 18, 1996 at
approx. 4 p.m. between a white 5
ton "Guertin Bros." truck and a
1996 Blue Oldsmobile. Call Rick
at 237-0241.

VOLUNTEERS
If you are interested in any of the

Two rooms available, one room
with private bathroom. $350 with
bathroom, $300 without. Use of
computer and printer available.
Parking incl., North Kildonan
area. Phone: 668-9724.

Volunteer Coordinator required
at a St. Vital elementary school
to work with associated staff in
enhancing and developing their
volunteer program, establishing
procedures for volunteer recruitment, interviewing, orientation
and training. Previous experience
and/or training required.

Apartment for rent-Quiet, clean,
well-maintained, security bldg.,
near RRCC. Hardwood firs.,
laundry. Available immediately.
To view call 661-4153.

News
1996from 1:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
How to place a
Join us for tea and refreshments
classified:
and a sale of home baking,
crafts, plants, puzzles, books, and
white elephant items. Admission
To advertise in the clas$3.00. See you at the Lions
Place, 610 Portage Ave. at Furby sifieds drop off or mail
your ad, complete with
Street.

payment, to RRCC
Students' Association,
Room DM 20-2055
Notre Dame Ave. Wpg,
MB R3H 0J9.

Attention all Nurses! The Manitoba
Association of Registered Nurses
(MARN) will be hosting an
International nursing conference
called Nursing in the new
Millennium. The conference will
be held at the Winnipeg
Convention Centre Sept. 30 to
Oct. 2., 1996. Call Glenda
Gascoigne at MARN, 774 3477,

Note: Make cheques
payable to the Students'
Association.

-

ANNOUNCIWC

Volunteer Drivers are required in
Northwest Winnipeg to transport
children to visits or appointments. Volunteer should be
familiar with city mutes and

The Qu'appelle Housing project
is raising money by holding a
Watkins fundraiser to raise
money in celebration of the tenth
year of independent living for
those with disabilities. The event
is being held on Tuesday October
22, 1996 from 6:30 to 9 p.m. at
Young United Church, 670
Broadway Avenue in
Multipurpose Room B. If you
have any questions call 92-6711
and ask for Flo.

streets and possess a valid Class
V drivers license with appropriate coverage. Days and hours to
be negotiated.
Volunteer Workshop Facilitators
are required foe a non-profit
agency which assists single parems on welfare. Volunteers
would co-facilitate a general orientation session on the agency. A
complete manual will be provided.Tuesday and/or Thursday
mornings only.

The Canadian Diabetes
Association is canvassing
throughout the month of Oct. It
is estimated that by the year
2004, nearly one in four
Canadians will have diabetes.
When the CDA canvasser knocks
at your door, please give.Your
gift to diabetes goes a long way.

Volunteer Activity Assistants are
required for a seniors facility to
assist with physical and mental
activity programs, lunch and
morning participants. Must enjoy
working with seniors and interested in working with people
with Alzheimers.

extension 235 or toll free in
Manitoba 1-800-665-2027.

Thrifty Car Rental

Discount Rates
for RRCC Students +

Staff

(PPG. Locations Only)

4 Locations To Serve You
420 Kensington

949-7600

112 Garry

949-7620

1430 Ellice

949-7622

2000 Wellington

949-7608

Volunteer Chapter Assistant
required to assist a Program
Director by coordinating and
leading in a discussion group for
people who have had a stroke.
Volunteer would contact participants and serve coffee as well.
Thursdays 1 to 3 p.m. and/or
Fridays 10:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

FOR RENT
Furnished room for rent, five
minute walk to RRCC. Shared
fridge, stove, washer, dryer and

If you are a student classifieds are $1.00 per 20
words and the messaging
section if free.
Check this section every
issue to see who is sending you a message.

trinntrAke

in ON a

Since 1974
Youth Employment Service

Osborne Wage 477-5586 Tuxedo 488-3311

THE MOVIE

MoVIE
VTIIKGE

PASS
Create Your Own
Movie Channel

only 1 6' 95
/mo nt h

www.pangea.ca/-moviev/

Explore Paths to Discovery, a
FUNdraising walk through historic SL Boniface and help raise
money for research projects that
will benefit all Manitobans. On
October 6 enjoy a pancake
breakfast in LaVerendrye Park
before starting out at 11 a.m. and
walk until 3 p.m. The cost is $10
per person or $10 or more in
pledges. For more information
call the SL Boniface General
Research Foundation at 2372067.

If you are not a student,
a classified or message
will cost $2.00 per 20
words.

has helped 1000's of young
people find jobs, or get into
upgrading and training programs. If you are 16-24 years
old, and out of school, call
987 - 8661 to find out how are
free services can help you.

Essays, Theses, Resumes & all that...
• ESSAYS & TERM PAPERS
• REPORTS & MANUSCIPTS

• PROOFREADING & EDITING
• RESUME WRITING & LAYOUT
Prompt service. Pick up & delivery. Reasonable rates.
Quality equipment: 486 PC, HP LaserJet 4P Printer

Call 489-8712...now!
"...Meeting all your typing needs"

Everyone is invited to Lions
Place Residents' Fall Tea and
Bazaar on Saturday october, 19,

To place a classified, fill out this form and drop it of, along with payment, to the
Students' Association.
Classifieds are oight $1 per 20 words for students and
$2 per 20 words for non-students.

10%
DISCOUNT
EVERYTHING FOR THE
GREAT OUTDOORS...

inn

If you would like to place a classified longer than 20 words, complete the
message on a blank piece of paper using the same format as above.
Classified will not be published without payment.
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SURPLUS
ULM
480 Portage Ave.
Across from The Bay
Ph. 786-5421
Open Seven Days A Week.

BAUSCH & LOMB BINOCULARS
SONY
BANFF a GORE-TEX
OUTERWEAR
EUREKA TENTS
CAMPTRAILS BACKPACKS,
EASTPAKS DAYPAKS
COLUMBIA SIOWEAR
KODIAK, HI-TEC, SORB. BOOTS
!MLLE SUNGLASSES

"CANADA'S LARGEST
OUTDOOR STORE"
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Electipn policies need
overhaul says former VP
By Lisa Glover
Editor-In-Chief

Election
Committee's
Policy Governing the
Elections of Executive
Officers and Appointments
of Student Advisory Board
Members, said Matejicka.
"The clause stated that a
person who is affiliated with
the SA or SA projects can't

said these types of actions
are what will cause the elections to fail time and time
again.
As CRO, Morier said he
was trying to make decisions that would run a fair
election, but the lack of
power given to the Election

College they wouldn't have I
acted that way to him."
Michael Crowley, treasurA elections are bound
er of the SA who was then . 16
L.3 for disaster if the elecrunning for the position, "(?)
tion policies used in last
said the experience was one 2'
year's election aren't
for the books.
improved.
"It was quite gut wrench- c`
"By the time the election
ing," said Crowley.
SA President Cheryl Herda: "UMSU
came, people were so disen"The
Elections
isn't happy with their policies either."
chanted with the whole proCommittee needs to be more
cess that they didn't even
unified. After awhile it
show up for the quorum,"
seemed that they were startsaid Ann Matejicka former
ing to pit against one anothvice president of student
er, it seemed there was a big
affairs.
power struggle around elecMatejicka
said
the
tion time."
Election Committee needed
Herda said the SA executo meet to assess whether or
tive is looking at the current
not, then SA President,
Election Committee policy
Cheryl Herda should have
and comparing it to the polithe privilege to campaign campaign on behalf of the Committee made it impossi- cies used by the student
from her office within the candidate," said Matejicka.
ble to get anything accom- councils at the University of
SA.
So she said the committee plished or set.
Manitoba and the University
Originally the committee made the decision to not
"I was trying to run a fair of Winnipeg.
voted against allowing allow Herda to stay in office election but when we were
"UMSU (University of
Herda to stay in office dur- over the period of the cam- making decisions we were Manitoba Students' Union)
ing the elections but that Paign.
constantly being challenged. doesn't seem to be very
decision was
later
However, shortly after the When you'd make a deci- happy with their policy VP of Student Affairs Cory Dalebozik:
denounced by the Student decision was made, Herda sion they would have you up either," said Herda.
"The process needs to be more orgaAdvisory Board.
took it to the SAB and the in front of the student counHerda said there are some nized."
This decision came after decision was reversed.
cil and bushwhack you. I standard things that will be
the committee tried to deciRichard Morier, the for- have a problem with that.
changed in the Election
pher a clause outlined in the mer chief returning officer,
Matejicka said if there Committee's policy includhad been a CRO ing contracting out the posicontracted outside tion of CRO but the final
the College, there decision is left up to the
wouldn't have SAB.
Corey Dalebozik, vice
been the problems
occurring within president of student affairs
the Elections said there are other things he
would like to change,
Committee.
including the information
(Morier)
knew candidates are given regardcourses, like arts or science,
By Corrine Cryan
these people (on ing where and how they are C")
were at the bottom end of the
Staff Writer
the committee). allowed to run their camincreases with a five per cent
They came up to Paignlasses are back and so are hike, while specialized faculties
him and were
"The process needs to be
.....tuition increases, at all such as medicine and dentistry
screaming at him. more organized. We didn't
three major post-secondary edu- went up by 15 per cent.
If there had been know what we could do and VP of Finance Michael Crowley: "It was
For a full time arts student,
cational institutions in
someone hired who we could ask."
this amounts to an increase of
quite gut wrenching."
Winnipeg.
from outside the
"what's approximately $100, putting the
But comparing
!earned tor a student's buck - at 1996 fee at $2157.
a part-time job, ing RRCC this term checks in at
too"Iltarg
usee.
The University of Winnipeg
Winnipeg's big three is no easy
with only 30 hours a week. Now, 4,100.
has completely reconstructed its
task.
However, Fardoe defends the
they thought that, with the deci- because of the complexity of the
Fees at RRCC have increased method of charging students.
to be
tobe here and method by which the SA execusions they have to make, their job, theydneed
Most accounts suggest the
15 per cent from last academic
salaries didn't reflect the type of need to be compensated for the tive gained their raises.
increase at the downtown uniyear throughout the College.
"I believe the process is propwhole process to go on like
responsibility they took on."
"Courses are charged per versity is three per cent.
er. You go before a board which
The sentiment is echoed by this."
"The fee structure has
month. The number of months
But not everyone said they is elected and the students
some students.
the course is, is multiplied by a become all inclusive," said
salaries are justified. responsible to the student popu"(Herda) works pretty hard. felt the SA sala
flat rate," said Debbie Pokrant, Debra Bowe, an office assistant
Student Nikki Enns said she lation (the student reps) decide
Carrying the load she's taking
executive assistant to College in the account department.
and the hours she's putting in, its thinks increases comparable to whether the increases are approWhat the University has
President Tony Knowles.
like working a full-time job," the University of Winnipeg or priate. It is the job of the student
Students at RRCC pay $116 attempted to do for the students
said Bill Foreman, a first year the University of Manitoba are reps to find out what the body
per month, making the cost for is make it easier to calculate the
thinks. That's their job."
Civil Engineering Technician.
an average nine month course approximate cost of fees.
"The University of Winnipeg
Herda noted that if the
Herda estimated that she puts
Students taking a full load of
like Business Administration,
in over 40 hours a week at the has about twice the student pop- Student Advisory Board >had
Animal Health Technology or arts courses (which amounts to
SA office, on top of seven hours ulation, yet there's only a $2000 said no, they would have lived
Motor Vehicle Mechanics, five in total), pay approximately
of classes and board meetings difference (between the Uof W with
$2,600 as well as a students
$1044 per year.
Student President salary and that decision.
after school.
Lab fees and Student association fee and a library fee.
Crowley said overall, the
"I wouldn't take a full-time RRCC Student President
The library fee is to cover the
Association fees are not includsalary)?" said Enns.
increases don't make a big dif,job with those hours for only
cost of new library features,
ed in the monthly cost.
"What does she do anyway? ference.
$15,500 a year. Would you?"
Students at the University of such as Internet services.
Look at the insurance coverage.
'When it all breaks down, the
said Foreman.
Mantioba have witnessed
Full time science students can
was I unorgan ized this year."
erence is not that noti
Fardoe said he fe
increases anywhere from five to expect to pay $3,000 because of
President is becomin
15 per cent, depending on the the specialized equipment
more demanding of
required to complete their
faculty.
every year.
General undergrad faculty courses.

"They would have you up in
front of the student council
and bushwhack you. I have a
problem with that."
Matejicka

RRCC number
one for tuition
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Tech gurus carry on 10 year tradition

Televison system finally hits the
big screens
By Ryan Block

I

Cs taken some time to get

up and running but TVI has
finally made its debut at
RRCC.
TVI, which stands for
Target Vision Information, is
the $15,000 television system
purchased by the SA last
year.
The new system was tied
into the old cable system
around the College, which
already had several televisions running off of it and is
now used to flash information to students, according to
Executive Director of the SA
Gord Fardoe.
He said the age of the

cables was one of the main
problems in the getting the
system going.
To install TVI, the current
system had to be upgraded.
It now has more power and is
linked to televisions all
around the school, including
one in every food area except
the Voyageur.
"It is another form of
media," said Fardoe.
"It's another way to get
people aware of events that
are happening around the
school."
Fardoe noted that it can
also be used during emergencies to flash messages to students.
A similar system is used in

many schools across North
America, such as NYC
Tecnhical College in New
York, the University of
California in Santa Barbara,
and Cornell University in
New York.
A policy is slated to be created on who can use the system to advertise; it is already
used by the Student
Association, other sources
will be discussed.
"It will have incredible
benefits in the long run,"
Fardoe said.
But some students have
other ideas.
"I never come into to
Tower Lounge to see what's
happening," said Charles

Janke, a first year Electronic
Engineering Technology student.
"There are lots of billboards around the school, as
well as the radio and word of
mouth."
Steve Yurkiew, a first year
Mechanical Engineering student said he feels the same as
Janke, and that the system
was a waste of money.
"If they would play actual
television, such as MTV or
Much Music it would get a
lot more attention and give
students something to do,"
Janke said

Upgrades at the SA
By Michelle Lavallee

new year brings new technology to the Students'
Association - at a cost of approximately 75 per cent of their capital budget.
The SA purchased a total of
nine Pentium 100 computers, a
printer, and various accessories
using up $24,649 of a possible
$32,802 allocated to the capital
budget.
Maintenence and limitations
on upgrades are part of the reason
for the purchase, said SA president Cheryl Herda.
"We have had several problems with the old systems crashing," said Herda.

A

Twenty five per cent of the
mid-July expenditure was funded
using money from student fees.
According to Gord Fardoe,
Exective Director of the SA, the
student fee money is not kept
separate from other sources of
SA income, instead all monies
are pooled and drawn from as
needed.
Fardoe estimated that the old
computers, which were anywhere
from five to six years old, should
sell for approximately $3,000.
Because the budget is planned
well in advance of any large purchases, Fardoe said the SA likely
won't run into any big problems
in the coming year in terms of
having enough funds in the bud-

October 4th is the Deadline for Opting Out of the
Health Plan and for adding Family Coverage.
TO OPT OUT YOU MUST
A) Haye..proof"::9gypgr. extended health
plan excluding Manitoba Health Services
B) Have your tuition receipt • .

.note- . thatif you are optiit04t.:and'you don't
P lease'
have you r tuition receipt before October 4th, come
and we'll
aii.tBS'eei .i1S.:Hat'Ahe. ..lSA.1.o. .ffiCe..."todifi':DM2.0
. .:. . . .
make other attarigetnents.:at - i.that:time.
Please note that we will not make any exceptions
after the October 4th Deadline.
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arrying on a tradition is
something RRCC students
don't have trouble doing.
For the tenth time in 12 years,
students in the Communication
Engineering Technology program beat out competitors from
all over western Canada to win
the 1996 Palin Award.
Matthew Cawson, Dwayne
Kruk and Mark Luik, a team of
1996 graduates of the program,
received the award for their project titled, "Remote Temperature

Target
Vision
$15,000
The
Information system flashes messages
to students in all areas of the College.
The information is programmed into
a main computer that distributes the
info to screens in various locations.

D.B.S. SERVICES
Wad Processing Service
-do essays, term papers, etc.
-reasonable rates
-frve 'In FORT RICHMOND
-If interested, please
Cat Diane @ 269-2681
a leave a message

The Project or
As I nn!
Reallt1

1+1

DO YOU HAVE
WHAT IT TAKES?

Being an Air Traffic Controller (ATC) or a Flight Service Specialist
(FSS) is one of the most demanding and exacting jobs around. Are
you up for the biggest challenge of your life? Good.
A unique combination of skills is required. The test below is where
you begin.
❑ Are you prepared to dedicate yourself to a demanding training
program that can take one year for FSS and up to four years for
ATC to complete?
❑
❑
❑
❑

Control via the Internet".
The project was manditory for
the students to graduate, however
entering the competition was
completely voluntary.
"It usually takes some convincing and needling to get students to enter the contest," said
Communcation Engineering
Technology instructor Michael
Gale.
Cawson said the entire project
took several months to plan,
design and write.
"We pretty much worked day
and night for four months," he

Internet Access:::
Some important things to consider while choosing an
Internet Service Provider;
- Do they send out a specialist to install my Internet software and get me
ready to go... free of charge?
- Do they offer a special payment plan to students?
- Can I get help and support on-line or by phone 24 hours a day ?
N.C.B. Computer Services is a small local Internet Service Provider,
with a BIG difference...we specialize in
Complete Personalized Internet Service
We want your Internet Experience to be the best it can be...
cheap, fun and hassle free !

For Information contact Norman C. Beall

OCT 96
1996
3.6 wow
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256-1284 (24 hours)
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❑ Have you successfully completed high school, or an equivalent?
❑ Are you a Canadian citizen or landed immigrant?
❑ Are you in good medical health?
❑ Do you have normal colour perception and good eyesight?
❑ Do you have excellent hearing and diction?
If your answer is YES to ALL these questions, congratulations. You
just made it past the first of many hurdles.
Now you can attend a seminar at one of the addresses below for
more information on two demanding and rewarding careers.

Winnipeg, Garden City Inn

Winnipeg

North Banquet Room
2100 McPhillips
Oct. 8, 1996 at 4:00 & 7:00 p.m.

Malibu Conference Centre
Main Banquet Room
19-2077 Pembina Highway
Fort Garry
Oct. 9, 1996 at 3:00 & 7:00 p.m.

If you are unable to attend the seminar, you can call the toll-free
number below for an information package or to apply.

1-800-667-INFO
Transport Canada intends to commercialize its Air Navigation System
(ANS) on November 1, 1996. ANS operations and ANS support
functions will be transfered to NAV CANADA, the new employer.
Transport Canada and NAV CANADA are equal opportunity employers.

said.
The project is essentially a
thermostat that can be used to
control the temperature of a
house through a computer.
A desired temperature range is
fed into a computer hooked up to
the Internet
The data is then relayed to a
computer program that would be
running at RRCC where it would
be interpreted and sent back to

change the temperature of the
room it was set to control.
Although the project was in the
form of a report, Cawson said he
tried it out at home using simulated temperature controls which
did work.
"If someone was to go away
for a couple of months they could
set the temperature they wanted
their house to be at and the computer would take care of it," he

said
Gale said he's very proud of
the work and level of professionalism displayed by the students
each year.
"Winning the Palin Award 10
times in the past 12 years is further evidence of the quality of
technology programs at RRCC
and the talent of students graduating from our programs."

RRCC/U of W joint programs the
creme de la creme: Jacobs
unavailable courses such as lab
safety and sustainable development."
Although this program currentrr he new joint programs ly has very few students, Hutton
1 between Red River said he believes it's going to
Community College and the grow.
RRCC Co-op Coordinator,
University of Winnipeg are the
best in the province, and quite Morley Jacobs said the growth
possibly in Canada, according to rate of the program can not be
Co-op Coordinator, Marley determined at this time.
"We're trying to feed the marJacobs.
"It's the creme de la creme of ket. In chemistry and biology we
programs in Manitoba," Jacobs only accept 30 students while we
have approximately 100 applicasaid.
Applied Chemistry, Applied tions," Jacobs said.
"We don't want to saturate the
Biology, and Applied
Environmental Studies are the market"
Jacobs said future plans may
three courses currently being
offered as joint courses between include development of a program in the Plant Science area,
the U of W and RRCC.
Jacobs said a student will now but added that nothing is definite.
Dean of Business and Applied
be able to sign up either school
for the same course and receive a Arts, Dave Williamson said science isn't the only area that joint
degree at the end of it.
"Students can come from programs are possible in.
"We are discussing articulate
RRCC or the U of W and take the
first two years in one course," arrangements in areas like
Communications and Business
Jacobs said.
According to Harold Hutton, a Administration," said
chemistry professor at the U of Williamson.
At present a Business
W, there are great benefits for
students participating in the pro- Administration student can get a
one year credit towards a three
gram.
"College students can now get year BA in Business
a degree instead of a diploma, Administration from the U of W
while university students now if they complete the two year
have access to previously program at RRCC.
By John T. Harvie
and Greg Vandermeulen
Staff Writer

"We are looking at block transfer of credits in the Business
Administration program," said
Len Harvey, chair of
Management and Marketing at
Red River Community College.
Jacobs said this is only the
beginning and would like to see
it continue.
Hutton agreed, "I'm very
happy to see this cooperation
with RRCC."
The University of Winnipeg
isn't the only place making deals
with the College.
According to Gene Burrows,
chair of the nursing department
at RRCC, they have also begun a
joint program with the University
of Manitoba.
The new joint Baccalaureate
Nursing Program was made in
response to a government news
release which was sent out in
May of 1996.
This release demanded that
"all registered nurses in
Manitoba will graduate with the
same credentials."
Burrows said the students take
courses from both RRCC and the
U of M at the same time.
"The first three years will be
concentrated at RRCC and the
fourth year will include mostly U
of M courses," said Burrows.

•

Are you decisive?
Do you like basic mathematics?
Will you do shiftwork?
Are you at least 18 years of age (for ATC only)?

Canada
/NM

By Jacqueline Grenier

get to use.
Herda defended the purchase,
t
saying that the board wouldn't
have approved it they didn't feel
it was a realistic purchase.
"This brings us in step with the
times," she said.
1111111 .1P PUT nalllyd III Mt 11111f 1131111' ill
"It's been in the works for a
prim or hairpin nork MINION'. 111111 IN ► nor tunny. Till' PrIlliflor IN ill11@N lookIll fnr u rilfew years now."
Not including upgrades, the en and
.Ill mop II) 11111 nlllm in Trlilrr h lunl II) I hp IIIhI I parkiii2 Jul I. of drop
last major computer purchase for oil t our %lurk
I hp SI err.
the SA was made in the 1991-92
2p1 paid for alkylhim! I hill 2111% roll191 in I hp papa!
school year.
At that time the computers
were aquired one by one, rather
Transport Canada
Transports Canada
than as a complete system.
Safety and Security Security et suretO
last year the largest portion of
the SA's capital budget was spent
on a television system called TVI
TVI for the College.

Student Health Plan
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Viruses run rampant in IBM labs
By Frank Landry

C

omputers in the Advertising
Art PC Lab have once
again been infected with a comS
puter virus.
Pyramid Cabaret • Royal Albert
This latest, known as the 60
Palm Room (Hotel Fort Carry) • Wellington's
Macaroni Bar • West End Cultural Centre
Boot Virus, kicks in after an
Univ. of Manitoba • Univ. of Winnipeg
infected computer has been
Red River Community College • Ozzie's
booted 60 times and can cause
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Buick 6 Poser Mehl
Marcie Campbell
formatting diskettes.
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Dundas detected the virus on
one of his disks before any damage was done to his files, however, he was not as lucky last
year when the Monkey B Virus
erased all the work on his disk
and a computer's entire system
in the PC LAb.
Brian Gillispie, an instructor
in the Creative Arts Department
said that IBMs are more susceptible to viruses because they
make up 80% of the computer
market.
"The people who create computer virus are more likely to
own IBMs than Macs," said
Gillispie.
The 60 Boot Virus, like other
viruses, is spread from computer
to computer via floppy disks.
When an infected disk, known
as the carrier, is used in an

infected computer then activated
in a clean computer's drive, the
clean computer becomes infected.
The 60 Boot Virus was originally detected in the lab last
year, but remained relatively
dormant until last week when it
was probably re-introduced to
the lab through a dirty disk.
This is very frustrating for
Stobbe who also repairs and disinfects the machines because
over the period of one week,
every PC in the lab had been
infected at least once, some
twice, before the virus detector
was installed.
"Each disk is like a timebomb. Everyone has to disinfect
(their disks). If one person misses one disk, the problem is back
again."
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°pillions,

What does Toronto have that Winnipeg doesn't?
Itappears

Y

Quebec wants its own blood system

I

the Projector
Representing over 30
years of student journalism at Red River
Community College.
Editor-in-Chief
Lisa Glover
News Editor
Kim Babij
Entertainment Editor
Mike Yawney

rest of Canada, of course
Sure I'd hate to see Quebec
separate: however, I'm not going
to stand by and watch them separate and take Canada's money
with them.
If Quebec wants to be declared
a country, Lucien Bouchard had
better take a realistic look at what
being an independent country
means.
Bouchard seems to have this
idea that separating from Canada
means leaning on its neighboring
"pals" in time of financial need.
For example, recently Canada
has undergone a traumatic blood
inquiry causing the federal government to elect. the idea of forming a revamped blood association
to take the place of the Canadian
Blood Agency and the Red
Cross.
However, Quebec Health
Minister Jean Rochon declared
that Quebec will not participate
in the "new" organization.
Quebec's plan is to create a
blood system of its own.

Obviously with the intention to
separate; however, the minister
did say they would "collaborate"
with the likes of Canada
Yes, Canada collaborates with
the US or with Japan. But in
return both these countries give
back in return.
Is it of sound mind for a country to "collaborate" with a partner who is doing everything in its
power to cut Canada down and
destroy any type of patriotism
Canada stands to maintain?
Quebec's excuse, is that under
provincial law the health concerns of a province are responsibility of the province, so Quebec
reserves the right to make that
provincial decision.
Although to join forces with
the national system would of
course complicate the efforts of
establishing a new country (if the
people of the province will ever
agree to separate).
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Service at RRCC inconsistent to say the least
By Debbie Beck

Winnipeg (football) Stadium.
Of course, sports alone do not
tha
a city make.
Winnipeggers
Toronto is the home of a mashave a notion
sive transit system that includes
about the citibusses, streetcars, subways and
zens of
rapid transit cars. Lester B.
Toronto.
Kim BabijPearson airport is a sight to see.
The
News Editor
The downtown area is a beaugeneral idea is
tiful mass of modern buildings
that
and other such structures.
Torontonians apparently believe
Winnipeg, on the other hand,
Toronto is the center of the unihas an adequate bus system and
verse.
a quickly-aging airport.
Maybe Torontonians do think
Downtown is a mass of old,
that way. Maybe they have readecrepit buildings that, even if
son to.
restored, likely wouldn't be terriToronto is a city with life; the
bly pleasing to the eye.
people are active, and the city
Any time of the year in
itself is exciting and alive.
Toronto you can find festivals,
As the home of NHL, NBA,
big concerts, expos, world
and Major League Baseball
renowned comedy shows, masteams, there is no shortage of
professional sports entertainment sive theatre productions, and
large budget movies being
in Toronto.
Those sports events are played filmed.
Unless it's between May and
out of two world class venues mid-September, there generally
the Skydome and Maple Leaf
isn't a lot going on in Winnipeg; With the help of the
Gardens - which are often filled
as soon as the leaves start to turn
to capacity.
colors, the festivals disappear
Toronto is also the home of
hate to beat
the Hockey Hall of Fame, a pop- and big name acts tend not to
an old dog,
want to do concerts here because
ular attraction that draws people
but this one
the weather is unbearably miserfrom all over North America.
keeps nipping
able. Winnipeg hosts comediWinnipeg, in comparison,
at my heals
ans, but on a much smaller scale.
houses a minor league hockey
The issue is
Theatre is small, the expos are
team; a very minor league basone that grew
Lisa
Glover
smaller, and there are never any
ketball team; a pro-football team
extremely tireEditor-in-Chief
perpetually
on
the
verge
large
budget
movies
filmed
here
who is
some during
of extinction; and a minor league (no, the Avro Arrow flick doesthe Spring of
baseball team that plays in a ??
n't count as large budget, even if 1996.
it stars Dan Akroyd).
Team league.
So grit your teeth and read
Granted, there is a lot of smog on...Quebec and its Separatist
With the apparent exception of
in Toronto and sometimes "big
the baseball team, the other
extremists have got to be joking
and busy" isn't always best, but
sports franchises tend to have
if they believe Canada is going to
trouble drawing fans at even the
almost anything sounds better
put up with the attitude they have
than a city that is in need of a
best of times.
adopted since the days of Rene
respirator, like Winnipeg.
As for Winnipeg's sports
Lesveque.
So, maybe Torontonians have
venues, the now-defunct
I wouldn't waste the paper to
an ego.
Winnipeg Jets were forced to
reopen this issue if I knew it
Too bad Winnipeggers don't
play out of the archaic Winnipeg
would go away, but I know that
have a reason to have one.
Arena that ended up being the
my children and my children's
Maybe they should stop comreason they folded. The new
children will be confronted time
plaining about Torontonians and and time again by the Separatist
IHL team will be playing at the
start thinking about helping to
same place. The baseball team
rage.
build a city worthy of an ego.
plays on a make-nift diamond
The fact that a portion of
located in a corner of the
Quebec wants to separate is not
uncomfortable and awkward
really what boils my blood.
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es, I'd like a Big Mac, large
fries, a medium Coke and an
apple pie please."
Most of us have eaten at
McDonalds on a number of occasions.
When we walk up to the
counter we know we can expect
to see a friendly employee who
quickly takes our order, serves
our food promptly and says thank
you.
At RRCC we don't always
know what to expect.
Now I' not suggesting that the
RRCC employees working in
customer service departments
start wearing funny little hats
with big M's on them, but they
could sure learn a lesson or two
about consistency in customer
service.
At McDonalds, I can count on
and feel comfortable about the
consistent service I receive.
I'm tired of varying responses I
get when using many of the services here at the school.
One employee may be really
nice and helpful one day and
when you go back the next day
(same department) a different
employee tells you something
completely different with the attitude "you're nothing but a student!"
It was the first week in August
when I phoned the Bookstore to
inquire about student parking.
The employee answered the
phone quickly with a pleasant
voice and answered all of my
questions and even suggested
that I come in early yo ensure that
I wouldn't have to wait in line.

However, only a short time
later, I phoned the same
Bookstore to inquire about text
availability.
Now maybe I shouldn't take
good customer service for granted just because my Big Mac
always tastes the same, but I was
expecting the same friendly service. NOT!
The phone in the Bookstore
rang at least 15 times before anyone answered.
After picking up the phone the
Bookstore employee on the other
end sounded extremely annoyed
as they answered "Bookstore".
I was able to remain friendly
even though I wanted to ask "I'm
sorry did I wake you up?"
However, not wanting to provoke this person, I proceeded to
ask if the texts for term 1 of
Creative Communications were
available.
"I don't know," the employee
replied offering no effort to find
out.

This answer caught me
extremely off guard.
I decided to rephrase the question.
"Could you please find out for
me? I live out of town and I'm
coming in on Friday. I don't want
to waste a trip if only a few books
are in."
The Bookstore employee
paused for a moment, sighed and
then yelled towards what I
assumed was the back of the
store, "Do we have all the Cre.
Comm texts in?
Moments later the employee
replied in a very impatient voice,
"We have all of them except the
BIG WHITE ONE!"

It was only shortly after I started school that I was first introduced to the BIG WHITE ONE-it
was advertising.
This situation upset me and
made me feel unimportant.
I was given the "your nothing
but a student" attitude.
Don't get me wrong, the
Bookstore is certainly not the
only department offering inconsistent and, at certain times, rude
service.
I decided to check my student
loan on August 30.
I had a few questions regarding
the bank procedures and wanted
to make sure I had all the necessary documents ready to go.
The Awards Office, located on
the third floor of Building C, was
very quiet.
I stood at the counter for a few
moments wondering to myself
why no one was acknowledging
me and then realized that each
employee must be assigned to
different section of the counter.
I couldn't understand why it
was so difficult for one of them
to say "someone will be right
with you" or "just one moment
please".
To make a long story short, I
stood at the counter for 10 minutes yes I did this time- while the
employee obviously assigned to
the awards section ignored me

address, which normally is
received by a different section of
the counter.
How can McDonalds, who
pays their employees minimum
wage, be able to offer good consistent service, while RRCC continues to miss the boat?
Are College employees not
required to take a training program on customer service and the
appropriate behaviors of a service
representative?
And if they are taking these
customer training courses why
don't they apply them?
Who hires these rude people?
And are Employees not regularly evaluated?

Nwegi
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I don't have the answers to all
these questions but I would sure
be interested in knowing them.
I feel these unanswered questions present an opportunity for
an objective investigation into
College customer service policy
and practice in comparison to
what's really going on.
Could this be a possible news
story idea?
So as my venting comes to an
end, I leave you with these words
of advice: after a day of being
treated like crap, take a break and
check out McDonalds-where the
Big Mac is always a Big Mac and
YOU are always a valued customer.

What do you know about security at
RRCC?

I read about it in the
Projector. I see the safety fellows around.
Brenda Lafreniere-

Health Care

and continued, what I gathered to

be, a PERSONAL phone call.
The next week I reluctantly
went back to the Awards Office
where I was helped by a different
employee.
She answered all of my questions and in the end even let me
drop off changes to my mailing

I don't know anything about
it but I feel safe at the
College. The only security I
ever see is in the Bookstore.
Ryan SchroederCivil Engineering
Technology

Manitoba plates get a make-over
In the evening I see them
walking around. I've seen the
emergency distress code blue
poles. They should incorporate how to use them during
Orientation week.

While Manitoban's pick up the tab
By Greg Vandermeulen

Staff Writer

nce again our dear Tory provincial government has decided to waste taxpayers money
by instituting some unneeded changes.
Approximately ten years ago, the government
saw fit to spend money on changing the laws governing the use of license plates. They said it would
save money.
At that time, to everybody's delight, only one
plate had to be visible on the back of your vehicle.
They also changed the numbers and letters around.
Well guess what. They've done it again.
Apparently they decided the province needs a
new look.
The new plates are definitely attractive, I'll give
them that.
Boasting tall forests on either side, a lake in the
middle and a field of wheat along the bottom, this
new plate really does have appeal.
However, this new look also comes along with
an additional price tag of seven dollars.
Along with the change in design the government
said they listened to the police concerns and have
decided to make it law that two plates are once
again to be on every vehicle.
This is good news for the cops, indifferent news
to a lot of people, and bad news to the people who
make the special license plates with the funny slogans.
Whether you thought of it or not, its also bad

O

news to us car owners.
I don't know about you, but I'm perfectly happy
with the plates we have. I have far better things to
do with my extra seven dollars then add it to my
already crazy cost of registering my car.
And one other thing, I have no idea why the government sees fit to change the plate numbers and
letters around again.
Was their some kind of committee suggesting
the letters were being discriminated against
because they were last, or maybe a rally was
planned for the legislature, or is it simply another
example of our beloved Tory government screwing
us around as they have so often before.
Whatever the reason, Manitoba is getting a new
identity. As the saying goes, out with the old and
in with the new.
I guess we'll just have to make the best of it, and
be glad the new plates don't reveal the true
Manitoba.
If they did that, we would all have license plates
with snow and ice along the bottom, and a giant
mosquito in the top.
Of course it would still read Friendly Manitoba.
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VOLUNTEER
with CDA's!

Nick DutchyshenTeachers' Education

I didn't know anything about
security here. I was taking
night courses last summer
and I felt safe.
Angela GoodallHealth Care Aide

I haven't had many run-ins. I
haven't heard of any problems, so I figure they are
doing a good job.
Jim GazzeTechnologies

925-3800 or toll-free
1-800-782-0715
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Moxy makes move down south
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Bargainville is the only

Moxy Fruvous is finally starting to make an impact south of the border
Kim Babij
News Editor

hey've been playing together for almost 10 years and
nobody really knows what their
name means, but someone has
finally come up with a definition
for their sound.
"What does Moxy Fruvous
sound like? They don't sound
like anything. Let me try. They
sound like the Roaches meet
XTC at a party thrown by
Camper Van Bethoven for Robin
Hitchcock's marriage to Cole
Porter with They Might Be
Giants as the wedding band, and
Tom Lehrer acting as minister.
But just as everyone starts
singing old Queen songs the
party gets crashed by the entire
cast of the Muppet Show. Moxy
Fruvous is that good," said Rick
Burkheart of the Champaign
Octopus in Illinois.
Burkheart came up with the
definition, and Mike Ford of
Moxy Fruvous said it's quite the
compliment.
It's a compliment that comes
in the middle of a successful
swing through the United States,
where the Canadian folk-pop
quartet's fans are popping up all
over the place.
"Reaction down here is great,"
said Ford from his hotel room in
Champaign.
"Down here it's very word of
mouth, very "culty". So, consequently it's great because people
know all the stuff and they're

T
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really excited about it.
than Bargainville.
"Things are just about to
"People were expecting much
whack us in the face pretty hard more of the same up-tempo,
in the States. Every town we go satirical, acapella, socapella and
to there's a hundred more peo- that's just not what was in us at
ple,and the media stuff is just the time," said Ford.
starting."
"We said, God if we force it,
It may just be starting there, it's going to sound terrible. We
but to the untrained eye, it might made the album we wanted to,
look like it has already come and and it was definitely much more
gone in Canada.
of a sombre introspective affair.
Moxy Fruvous "hit the ground It took radio programmers from
running," as Ford put it, with coast to coast by surprise."
their first full release,
Bargainville, in 1992.
According to Ford, all of
the video exposure the quartet got on MuchMusic and
all of the mainstream radio
air play they received at the
time was what got things
rolling, albeit not quite the
way they'd planned.
"At the time there was definitely a feeling that this had
happened too fast, that we
hadn't had the proper time to
incubate and to really gel
who we are," he said.
"We really feel a lot better
about that now, we're better
players and better singers."
Ford noted that, although
the success they had at the
beginning of their musical
career was financially lucrative, it didn't give them the
kind of gauge they wanted
on their success.
After the release of their
second full length CD,
Wood, the band's popularity
appeared to take a dive,
primarily because the sound
was much different

Fruvous album that has been
released in the States,
although Ford said that will
change soon.
The band is planning a
release of both Wood, their
forthcoming third full CD,
and a recent release called
the "B-Album" in the US in
the near future.
Ford said the band will
likely go into the studio to
record the new album in
November, and it should be
released in Canada in March.
He said the album will
be more like the live show
than either of the other two
albums have been.
"Say there's a prize
fight on TV, and there was a
way to turn off the commentary and just get the sound of
the slugs and grunts, that's
what it sounds like," said
Ford.
"It's definitely a hodge
podge, we've got songs of
all different types, mostly
up-tempo, it's something
that's got possibilities. It's
definitely shaping up to be
more like Bargainville in the
variety sense, it's got everything. There is some rock,
some humor, some acapella,
0. some rhythmic stuff, and a
ballad or two. So, it's more
of the Fruvous experience."
Aside from the Canadian and
US tour dates, the band has also
done some touring in the UK
over the last year, including the
World Of Music And Dance festival, and the Phoenix festival
which featured such big-name
artists as Neil Young, Alanis
Morissette, Bjork, Nine Inch
Nails and The Sex Pistols.
Ford said it was a treat to play
in the UK, where they managed
to land themselves on the cover

of Folk Roots magazine.
"It's this mag that's available
all over the world, in one hard to
find store in each town. But it's
an incredible magazine, they
cover things like the Winnipeg
Folk Festival and they have lots
of artists in there. We were on
the cover, then you opened it up
and there was about 15 more pictures of us inside."
Even though they've enjoyed
their touring of late, Ford said
the band is very excited about
continuing to do shows in cities
like Winnipeg, a city he said
feels "wonderfully like a small
town, despite the large number
of people who live there".
Ford said the band is likely
going to keep doing what they're
doing for as long as they can, or
until it stops being the right thing
to do.
"It all depends. So often,
we've always thought of
Fruvous more as a project than a
band. Not in the short term
sense, but we're more like a creative house under the umbrella
of Fruvous and there are a lot of
different things we can do," he
said.
"We spent a week here or there
to further work on our musical
theatre plans and we've got a
batch of songs written and
maybe we'll flush that out along
the road. There are very different ways we can tour and perhaps, we've had a lot of offers
for radio drama and stuff. But
we'd just like to focus on making albums right now.
"If success and the growing
fan base warrants, and doing
these tows makes sense in a couple of years, we'll keep doing it.
If not, maybe we'll just tour and
do a couple of folk festivals
every year, and work on other
projects for the rest of the year."

Moxy Fruvous' CD containing b-sides and oddities will soon hit the U.S. market
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Killjoys hoping to gain legions of fans
Mike Yawney
Entertainment Editor

It's not whether you make it in
Canada that counts, but
whether you make it elsewhere
that matters.
Even though The Killjoys, are
adored by fans in Canada, fans in
the states don't quite see them in
the same light.
"The states is pretty shaky
right now," said Mike
Trebilcock, lead singer of The
Killjoys. "There's not much
interest at all, except along the
border because of the Canadian
radio which seeps over."
Trebilcock said they hope to
become successful in the states
as well but they just have to wait
and see.
"There's been some record
interest but we haven't been
released yet," said Trebilcock.
"We are just sort of waiting to see
what will happen."
Trebilcock said fans have
given them great ideas through
the
years, including suggestions in a
new name for the band.
Trebilcock said there was a
band in Australia who called
themselves Killjoys, which
meant the Hamilton band had to
come up with a different name
for their down under market.

"In Australia we are called
The Killjoys 90210," said
Trebilcock. "We do have the
name rights for North America
though."
Trebilcock said the idea for
the name came from a fan who
wrote in and suggested the
new name.
"It just came from a

writer/fan sort of guy who
thought it would be funny if
we called ourselves The
Killjoys 90210. So we did it."
said Trebilcock. "I thought it
was funny. Hopefully the
Australians will have a sense
of humor about that too."
Trebilcock said having a
large number of fans in
Canada is great but hard to get
used to at times.
"Even the fact that we get
fan mail is kind of weird," said
Trebilcock. "The fan mail
thing is cool because you can
see everyone's attitudes about 3
the band."
Trebilcock said that they
have received a lot of strange
mail over the past few years -c
from adoring fans.
"I don't want to generalize
but it's usually the kind of
W
fanatics I guess that will take
The Killjoys thank Canadian radio to the start of their success in the U.S.
the time to write." said
on in the spring.
sent in to the fan mail."
more strange mail than others.
Trebilcock.
"We'll be doing a new album
Fans of The Killjoys will be
"Shelley gets the most of that
Trebilcock said that some kind of stuff for some reason," happy to know the band plans to in the spring" said Trebilcock.
members of the band like bass said Trebilcock. "He had a col- come out with a new album "So keep your eye out for it."
player Shelley Wood, receive lage of his head, his own face which they will begin working

Winnipeg holds a place in the heart of Great Big Sea
Robert Williams
Staff Writer

hings are definitely looking
up for Great Big Sea.
The Newfoundland group was
voted Entertainers of the Year at
the East Coast Music Awards in
February, won a Best Director
award for the video "Going Up"
at the MuchMusic Video Awards
in September and have sold
70,000 copies of their major
label debut, up—a gold record in
Canada.
Since they formed in 1991
Great Big Sea have played all
over Canada, Britain, Ireland,
Scotland and even at the
Shanties Festival in Krakow,
Poland.
But Winnipeg holds a special
place in their hearts.
Singer, guitarist Alan Doyle
said Winnipeg was the first place
they played outside of the
Maritimes or Southern Ontario
when they did their first tour.
"We were welcomed with such
open arms and we made friends
there," said Doyle.
The band made such an
impression they were invited to
sing the national anthem at the
second last Winnipeg Jets home
game and played the Winnipeg
Folk Festival this summer,
an experience Doyle says he'll
never forget

T

"It was great sharing the stage
with heroes of ours like Sharon
Shannon and Garnet Rogers," he
said.
The Folk Fest gig even helped
them draw crowds in New York
and Boston.
"We met at least 10 people (in
the U.S.) who saw us at the
Winnipeg Folk Festival," he
said.
The band was on tour and
flew in especially to play the
festival.
Doyle said he didn't sleep
for 14 hours because of the
parties happening at the hotel
the performers were staying
at.
"There were sessions
everywhere not to be missed."
said Doyle.
"I walked to the airport in
the morning."
Staying up all night would
seem to be what this band is
all about.
Doyle along with Sean
McCann (bodhran, tin whistle, guitar), Bob Hallett (button accordion, fiddle, man- a
dola and at least a half dozen
more instruments) and Darrell
Power (bass) play music that
is not geared for people to sit
down to.
"The whole idea is to
reflect the idea of a
Newfoundland kitchen party."
said Doyle.
The whole purpose is to have

fun and sing along," said Doyle.
Right now the band is taking a short break from a tour of
the Fast Coast and Ontario to get
ready for a tour of Western
Canada that starts in Winnipeg
on October 8 at Riddell Hall at
the University of Winnipeg.

meakackO n

head to the studio in November
to record their third album which
will be released in March of '97.
Doyle said it will be a party
album full of fun songs and some
covers.
"People will get a good understanding of what it's like to be
outh in Newfoundland
"said
IteartatIO:4 ,
heawaridigabbadet..-%

Doyle.
Doyle said fans should expect
to have a great time at their
show.
"It's gonna be two hours
where they can shut their eyes,
dance and have fun." said Doyle.
"They're gonna have an up
exwrierice.
ritterArk
n.773

l
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Alan Doyle, (second from the right) of Great Big Sea said playing the Folk Fest
will always be an experience to remember
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Sloan returns to own music label with new release
Peter Sherman
Staff Writer

alifax's Sloan are still going
strong with their recent
release One Chord To Another
despite rumors of the band's
demise that persisted up to the
album's release.
There was some truth to the
rumors, however, as the band was
unsure of its future following
their departure from the

H

American label DGC.
"We weren't bitter or anything, it was just the exhaustion
from the whole process,"
explained Sloan guitarist and
vocalist Jay Ferguson.
Despite how things turned out,
Ferguson doesn't have any
regrets signing to DGC.
"We would have liked to put out
more on Murderecords but we
had to take the chance." said
Ferguson. "We learned a lot."
It was Sloan's return to their
own label, Murderecords, to put

out One Chord To Another,
which kept the band going.
"The process of recording was
fun and that helped us decide to
stay together," said Ferguson.
"It's the control factor. We
make more money off our own
records and set our own schedule.
It's like working for yourself," he
said.
While many independent bands
are criticized by their fans for
making the leap to the majors,
Ferguson doesn't think people
should make too much out of

Sloan's situation.
"Indies versus the majors is a
non-stop topic. People concentrate on it too much and I'm tired
of the whole thing," he said.
Winnipeggers got a chance this
summer to see the band perform
at Sunfest which was a change
for the band.
"We wanted to play it because
we don't get to play outdoor
shows that often so it was fun."
said Ferguson.
"It was like Altamont because
there seemed to be more people

in their tents drinking than up
front watching the bands."
While some people may have
been more interested in partying,
the band got plenty of attention
from Manitoba's insect population.
"There were so many mosquitoes it was hard to play. We were
getting attacked during our set,"
said Ferguson.
Winnipeggers will get another
chance to see Sloan when they
perform at Le Rendezvous with
The Inbreds on October 6.

Showing a little skin helps raise money
Jackie Pearase
Staff Writer

T t' s brash, bold and beautiful.
lIt's the Body, Bawdy, Body
Tattoo social.
The Institute of Contemporary
Art and Design, Inc. is holding
the fundraising social at Club
200 on October 13.
With a tattoo fashion show and
prizes going out for best tattoo in
several
categories, this event is sure to
attract Winnipeg's strangest and
most outrageous.

Organizer Ken Lulewich says
the event will raise money for
ICAD, which runs its office in a
borrowed space from Canadian
Artists' Representation (CARFAC Manitoba) in the Artspace
building.
"These types of events are an
alternative to government funding," said Lulewich.
Money raised will also be used
in producing Yolanda, ICAD's
"artzine" intended to give artists
a forum to express their views
about art.
"There are not a lot of artists
writing in Manitoba. What is
being written about art is not

stuff people in the art scene can
relate to," said Lulewich.
ICAD distributes its magazine
to coffee shops, museums and
galleries in order to reach the
people.
Lulewich said the organization
was started in 1989 in order to
make an more accessible to the
average person.
ICAD does things like putting
art in storefront windows "to
make people accessible to art
without having to go to galleries," said Lulewich.
The tattoo social is another
way to get ICAD and Yolanda
into the public eye.

The social will have a free
buffet and a performance by
Winnipeg band, Bittersweet.
Debbie Wall, band member of
Bittersweet, approached ICAD
because she wanted to show off
her own tattoos in the fashion
show and ended up offering to
play at the event.
Wall said her band has played
at bars like Wellingtons and the
Royal Albert in the past and the
social will be a welcome change.
"It's a opportunity to play in
front of a different type of audience," said Wall.
"It will be beneficial for the
band and for the people we're

doing the benefit for."
Wall said she is not eager to
classify her band's music but
said, "It is a coupling of power
pop and melodic punk."
Lulewich said the social will
attract all kinds of people including dancers, models, artists, drag
queens and bodybuilders.
Fundraising events are
planned for the future, including
a tentative Valentine's Spank Me
social that would appeal to those
interested in leather and fetishes.
Lulewich said if the tattoo
social is a success there will definitely be a 2nd Annual Body,
Bawdy, Body social.

Reeves' new flick only for the die hard fan
Kristi Balon
Staff Writer

In movie land you can always
expect a heaping helping of big

the Projector

screen excitement.
From comedy to intrigue, to
drama to violence. You have been
able to find Keanu Reeves playing every one of these roles and
his latest flick,
Feeling

Minnesota is no exception.

It was two years ago this past
February that Winnipeggers bid
Reeves farewell after his ultra
successful run as Hamlet at the
Manitoba Theatre Centre.

He packed up his bag and guitar and headed south to
Minnesota where he began filming this idiosyncratic comic tale
which debuted September 13.
This story of two brothers Jjaks
(Reeves) and Sam (Vincent
D'Onofrio), begins when both
boys are still in their younger
years.
It's evident even at that time
these siblings are not only very
competitive, but also violent by
nature with each other.
Their mother (Tuesday Weld)
is a pot smoking woman who
seems to have the idea children
can bring themselves up.
With little guidance or knowledge of what the difference is
between right and wrong, the
movie shoots past childhood to
years later when Jjaks and Sam
are grown men.
Jjaks has been away for a while
and has come home for Sam's
wedding to Freddie (Cameron
Diaz), a woman who has a mind
of her own.
The only problem is that she
has to marry Sam. Something
she's being forced into the marriage by some men she supposedly ripped off.
It's on her wedding day when
Freddie and Jjaks meet up.
And in the tradition, of no tradition that the movie becomes
famous for by the end, the two of
them are in the bathroom having
sex before the reception's even
half over.
The attraction between these
two is undeniable and played out
very well by both Reeves and

Diaz but things aren't going to be
easy for these two lovebirds.
In an attempt to get away from
Minnesota and move onto greener pastures they're always drawn
back. Usually for money.
In the process of this the real
fun begins.
Sam isn't going to give up his
bride easily, so on every turn you
find him and Jjaks fighting over
her.
Violence is the norm in this
movie and by the end the audience is sure to have seen at least a
dozen fights with blood galore.
Amongst all of the pushing and
shoving there is an attempt at
humor which on the most part
works quite successfully.
In one instance after a rather
turbulent moment between the
brothers where Sam literally bites
part of Jjaks ear off Jjaks says
"You ate my ear, you shot your
wife and framed me and you're
mad at me for lying?"
There's also one particularly
amusing scene where the guys are
sitting on opposite sides of a road
throwing rocks at each other. This
causes a good laugh.
The Most hilarious part about
this whole instance is it's made
very obvious that you aren't seeing two men there but two little
boys.
All in all this movie was an
interesting one.
I do recommend you see it on a
cheap Tuesday night, however,
this flick is sure to be a keeper for
Reeves' die hard fans.
As for the rest of you, it'll simply be an entertaining evening.
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Revenge that's less than sweet
formalities cease to exist, the old
friends discover that all three of
their marriages are in the toilet.
And, surprise, they have all
been replaced by sexier "trophy"
wives that make them appear
sadly past their prime.
Brenda's husband, Morty (Dan
Hedaya) is an electronics emporium magnate who has shacked
up with a young employee,
Shelly, (Sarah Jessica Parker)
whose biting sarcasm makes you
want to reach through the screen
and strangle her.
She plays the "bimbo trophy
wife" to perfection.
Elise's husband Bill, (Victor
Garbor) has become a producer
in the film industry.
His new "silicone stuffed
sweety", Phoebe (Elizabeth
Berkley), is set to star in his next

Kim Hes

I

f revenge is your idea of fair
play, perhaps The First Wives
Club is for you.
This movie is director Hugh
Wilson's
(Guarding Tess,
Burglar, Police Academy) latest
attempt at comedy.

The story is set in New York
City; with the death of a recently
divorced socialite, whose
estranged college friends reunite
at her funeral.
After the funeral, Brenda
(Bette Midler), Elise (Goldie
Hawn) and Annie (Diane
Keaton) reminisce over
drinks at a popular watering
hole.
As the bottles run dry, and the

production.
Berkley is unshockingly
pathetic in this movie and does
little to restore her image that
was so badly tarnished in
Showgirls.

Aaron ( Stephen Collins),
Annie's two timing husband
owns an advertising agency.
Through his small role as the
smooth talking snake he convinces the audience that he is
truly slimy.
In the end, Brenda, Elise and
Annie decide to unite and prescribe some delicious revenge on
their pathetic husbands.
The First Wives Club comes to
order!
The first order of business is to
dig up dirt on Bill, take over
Aaron's business and break into
Monty's apartment.

Although the majority of what
happens next is highly predictable, the movie is filled with
talented actors that make watching it worthwhile.
Aside from the obvious presence that Midler, Hawn, and
Keaton bring to the screen;
Duarto (Bronson Pinchot) is a
riot as the tasteless and tacky
interior decorator and Chris
(Jennifer Dundas) gets and honorable mention as Annie's les daughter.
bian
Unfortunately, the story loses
it's audience on a few counts.
The plot, while evident, is
flimsy at best.
The film has a lot of scenes in
it which should have probably
ended up on the cutting room
floor.
It is also full of feminist driv-

el, which is none too subtly
being rammed down your throat.
On a brighter note, the sets in
the film while flamboyant, are
instantly believable.
The nouveau-She apartment
of Marty and Shelly is pure
overkill.
Besides a free-standing staircase of cables and chromium
railing, there is a hideous fountain which only gets turned on
when guests are coming.
The opulent crisis centre
which the three friends open, is
the perfect setting for the last
scene of the movie.
Unfortunately, none of this
equates to a must-see movie.
My advice: go on a Tuesday.
Better yet, wait till it comes out
on video.

Jacksoul breaks new boundaries with newest release
"1 hope we transcend any kind
of bump 'n grind wanna get
funky with you tune," said
Haydain Neale (lead singer).
"Really hit you on a different
level that's not really sexual."
The album has a few songs
such as "Unconditional", "Got
your Soul," and "Confection (the
sli-fi mix)" which grow on you
after hearing them about 10
times.
However, most music listeners
will listen to a song two or three
times maximum before forming
a concrete decision as to whether

Amber Bineau

Tmagine listening to hard-core
lelevator music.
That is probably the best way
to describe way to describe
Canadian band Jacksoul's first
release ABsolute.
ABsolute is not aiming
towards hitting their listeners on
a sexual level, but rather at
moments in between. Although
the song "Nubian Blue" and
"Let Me Ride" are the exceptions.

or not the song will belong on
their top ten list.
Probably the most appealing
song on the disc is the last track
"Epilogue" in which 48 seconds
of mellow, classical, jazz-like
piano is played.
What appears to be a hidden
track following "Epilogue" is a
minute of silence preceding
what sounds like a Jr. high
school band in practice, on what
sounds like a lame attempt at a
grand finale.
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New addition to North Gym
Kristi J Balon

Staff Writer

rrhere's a new fitness instruct for ready for business in the
North Gym. His name —
Michael Whalen.
The new Activities for Life
program teacher, Whalen has
dabbled in many things in his athletic career.
From coaching sports at various places, including the
University of Manitoba where he
also acquired a master's degree in
science, to most recently heading
up a home based fitness business
(Human Performance) he said he
has acquired a great deal of sports
wisdom.
With this range of experience
in tow he brings to RRCC a definite philosophy on teaching and
coaching that he fully intends to
implement
"I think the ultimate goal is
educating people whether it be
theoretical knowledge, physiology or practical skills," said
Whalen "You're bringing them
along to a point where they show
understanding."
Further, Whalen realizes that
not everybody works and comprehends at the same pace.

"I think that you have to be
aware as a teacher that different
people learn in different ways,"
said Whalen.
"As a teacher then you have to
be able to present material in different ways. I mean someone
may not be learning because of
your teaching style, not because
they can't (learn)."
With all of these thoughts and
strategies in mind, Whalen also
has some suggestions for progression in sports at RRCC.
"Everyday I come up with
ideas that give me a better idea of
what I want to do," he said.
To start things off on the smaller scale, Whalen is attempting to
make the North Gym a more user
friendly and educational place for
everyone that walks through the
doors.
"I'm trying to work on the bulletin board, the gymnasium and
the weight room to spruce things
up a little bit and put out some
educational materials," he said.
On a larger scale he wants to
hang off on putting his ideas into
motion till he's a little more settled.
"It's just a matter of really getting to know things a little better
and seeing what's practical," he
said. "I'm working on things now
for a later date.

WE'RE BACK!!!
With the classics such as:
7

-Green Eggs and Ham
-Cat and the Hat
-One Fish, Two Fish

sanity and impossible parking.

And they obviously missed the night in his
rookie season when he went to a certain
downtown wateringhole and proceeded to
grab every leg, thigh and breast in the house
and to not one complaint
3)When real celebrities come to town, the
people they sign autographs for at the bar
should not be called their "entourage," or
"circle of friends".
4)Winnipeggers who go to L.A. for a week
and who happen to run into Brad Pitt's
mechanic's cousin's next door neighbor's
first wife's manicurist's gardener's gynecologist, are not entitled to claim that they have
had a brush with fame.
5)Again,someone who works in the cutlery
department of Eaton's is not a celebrity.
6)The new downtown bar that Tattletales
will hype for about six months before it
actually opens will be hip for about two
weeks and then will fade to obscurity
because like it or not, Wise Guy's rules
downtown. And the people who work there
know it.
7)PLANET
8)Corydon Avenue is not "Winnipeg's
Sunset Boulevard."
9)Again, and I cannot stress this point
enough, there are no celebrities in this city.
So,those are my rules and hints for the people at Tattletales.
Although I'm sure they won't listen to me.
Maybe if I get a job washing tables at
Scandals

Cruciverbalist - Jennifer Taylor
1
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34 liveliness
35 stood up
36 thumb through
37 affection: abbr.
38 experience ecstasy
39 holy
40 vision
4 21 Canadfilthy
43 foul
44 rhinoceros beetle
45 Cat sound
48 explosive
49 black
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I went out last weekend,went bar hopping
with a friend I haven't seen for awhile.
I haven't been out bar hopping for awhile
either.
I thought that in the time I was away,
maybe things would have changed and
maybe the whole scene would be varnished
with a new shimmering aura.
Wrong.
Nothing has changed, it's all still the same.
I saw the usual things at the usual places.
The navel-gazers and wanna be's, the ones
in Boulevard Four clothes driving Daddy's
Porsche to fast down Rorie Street.
The drunks, and the guy's in their softball
uniforms spilling beer all over me as they
hooted and belched.
I went home,disgusted as usual, realizing
that nothing ever changes in this city and that
the faces will always be the same.
The same tone-deaf bands will play the
same bad Hip covers.
And of course,the same tight little cliques
will rape and pillage the downtown area,
leaving all those without chiseled jaws and
Size 3 waists in their CK ONE scented dust.
And when the weekend is over, I get up
Monday morning and go to school.
I open the Sun and turn to my favorite
page,Tattletales.
Such glorious trash!
When I read this column without bias, I
realize that it's actually a harmless little burp
in their layout.
Harmless because this city is so
pathetically hungry for the illusion
043
that it's more than it really is. An
article like this is a necessity.
After all, someone has to keep
ACROSS
feeding the masses their daily
Prussian spa site
1
dreams.
4 clown
However, as a budding journaltric unit
8 electric
ist I have a strong desire to seek
11 criticize
the truth and to tear off the
13 hand covering
canopies of bullshit and decep14 veer
tion an article like this cast over
15 tautomeric compound
everyone.
16 nonstop
Regardless of whether it's
18 flightless bird
harmless or not, I think Tattletales
19 trump
needs to follow a certain set of
20 start again
rules.
21 faults
Not only to seem more realis23 centesimal unit
tic, but to also admit that what
25 estimated value
they call celebrity hob-knobbing,
27 battery plate
is really just a handful of winos
28 five-dollar bill
passed out at a bar.
31 shenanigan
1) Winnipeg does not have any
32 spread-eagle
celebrities.
33 same as 1 across
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Develop Self-Confidence
Strong Communication Skills
Personal Growth

are good
for the
mind.
Complete this
issue's and
bring it to

over decked my pak,
to
e
t.y andeaft, and mthey as
asked m
calling me an disappointing *
ty
_
_nat.
join their "hostile take-over" that balding failure. Oh, well, at least
I'm back in Red River, home of
evening.

Bouncers and waiters do not count, neither
do hairstylists or barfly's, or 'lawyer types',
or cafe owners from Corydon, or clerks from
Eaton's, or secretaries from Great-West Life.
These people are not stars,please do not
treat them like stars.
Just because they hang out on Corydon,or
happen to pass out in the washroom of
Silverado's, it does not warrant a `spotted'
mention in the column.
2) Rich,spoiled,whining athletes do not go
to the bar and casually hang out with friends,
totally relaxed and open for conversation.
When the Bombers mosey into the
Palamino Club after losing, the Tattletales
people follow their every move as if they
were dieties, or leaders of some fanatical
cult.
In the column, they are reported to have
line-danced the night away, had a few beers,
fought off battalions of woman and proudly
displayed their gold teeth.
In reality, they actually spent the
night dodging slaps from woman, passing out
in puddles of their own vomit and intimidating guys six times smaller than them who
made the the mistake of asking whatever
happened to Dieter Brock.
The same goes for our sadly departed
hockey team. Tattletales had Keith Tkachuk
pegged as a honorable, humble, all-aroundone-hell-of-a-guy.
Of course they didn't see him bragging
about his millions and then asking bartenders
for the exact change back.
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By joining a ITC Club you will:

1414, Monday afternoon....
Followed a group of students
down to the coffee shop, where I
joined them in a "cup of joe".
These characters were typically
slow moving, and seemed to
bemoan every minute detail of
life. They complained incessantly about "Gary and his Tory bandits" who seemed to be after the
poor at every turn. They whispered about something so sinister
they could not even bring themselves to say it Instead, they
spelled it out V-L-T. Scary.
They invited me to join their
protest that evening, but I

64S
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have been giving way

lucal
a ca

Wednesday, October 16th
Room D109
12 to 12:45pm (Bring Your Lunch)

Visit us at the
Library and Tower Lounge
hallway Mall Level 9 to 5 daily,
Sept. 30th to Oct.4

1256, Monday afternoon....
(Yeah, I stopped at Subway. I'm
not paid by the hour.)
With no thanks to the directions
given by the Projector staff, I
made my to the "University".
Students milled around aimlessly, muttering about "professors"
and who was at "Wiseguys" last
night I was confused. Why
were they not in classes?

mg, and were dressed in three
piece suits. They drank "cappucino" and also voiced their dis.7.
please over that Gary fellow.
Apparently, Gary and his
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Michael Whalen joins the team in the North Gym

0930, Monday Morning.... (So I
had two bowls, sue me!)
The projector staff was assembled. I was being briefed for
what appeared to be the wildest
mission yet and the news editor
filled me in on what we knew.
Somehow, an alternate school
had been formed to the southeast
of our venerable institution. I
scoffed at this notion, naturally.
That's when they brought out the
student. Captured in Building A
last Wednesday by our crack
security forces, the student
became hostile, ranting and flailing his arms. After being subdued with large amounts of a
controlled substance, the subject
told stories of a mean, cutthroat
campus in what was once known
as Fort Garry. My mission was
seek out this campus, mingle
with the students and return with
my findings. It was going to be
tough, they all agreed, but I was
the only man they had considered
for the job.
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Visa and Mastercard Accepted.

2312, Mortday evening....
Found out why theses students
enjoyed Wiseguys so much.
Very nice place. I need a taxi and
another round of tequila. Not
necessarily in that order.
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By Jay Bruneau

East to West Apparel and Spirits Free

SPECIAL ECUPORIAN SWEATERS

SPEAK LP!!!

Feature Columnist
0715, Monday morning....
Phone rings. Not any phone,
THE phone. The one with the
direct line to the Projector office.
It's Lisa, so I know it's important. Lisa asks if my cat flew that
by plane last night. I told her yes,
but only because the squirrels
were out of Prozac.
Secret code, you see.... means to
get down here right away.
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Chad VVassing

Retro T-Shirts, Socks, Spandex, and More!
HAND-DYED T-Shirts and Sweatshirts!
Hand Made Jewellery and Silverware!

International Training in Communication

Diversions
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September 30 1996

36
39
42

43
45

DOWN
53
1 Ezekiel
: abbr.
57
2 small
: prefix
3 inclement weather
4 herring
5 rod
6 Adam's mate
7 kidney: prefix
8 alcoholic beverages
9 ponder
10 nuisance
12 sparkle
13 eloquent
14 toboggan
17 exchange
22 comparative ending
23 hemp
24 full flavour

47

48
54

55

58
61

25
26
27
28

29
30
31
32
35
36
38
39
42
43
44

recovery
lickety-split
overweight
grassland in S. Africa
Poet, Dickinson
mind
group of badgers
quaff
Actor, Alda
counterfeit
onion roll
card game
vintage
Rhine tributary
pending

49
56

_

59
62

45 madam
46 Yahi tribe
survivor
47 Egyptian sacred
bull
48 edible fern
50 simpleton
51 Olympic athlete
: Korbut
52 spic-and-span
54 totem pole
55 frost

the Projector
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Comics
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September 30, 1996

September 30, 1996
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Where are you going?

WELL-

Y/Ow THAT ACTOR I'M NAKED

AFTER?

I'M GOING TO FIND HIM AND
PUNCH HIM IN THE HEAD.
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by Jeope Wolfe

THE CROBOLOG
Hey, Jimmy Stewart!...

)

Look like you've stepped
on someone.
%%%%%%%% %•4•4%%•4•S
%•4•4%%% %%%%% %%%

I) Your new classmates -rind an obscene word
that rh3rnes with your -first name.

Would you like to come on
a journey with us?

2.) You maxed out your Uisa at The Bookstore,
and you haven't even started -the 2Ad -term se..f.

WHY NOT?!

LOOKS
LIKE.

WHO ARE YoO

THIS GUY'S

ALREADY

CRACKED NY SKULL!!

3) Whenever you mention -to a 2n d e.cir claSsmate.
enalp -(1'nished buynoi all
that
you're.
glad
you've
the required art supplies ,--I- ey fall -to -their knees
and laugh h9stentcalls
Prozao is on -the. required supplies list -for * t term.
s) Your doctor just revoked your refin prescripton
PrOic2C.

i‘N

is your
G.) The first model soe.A get in Life Drawing
ex bo3friencf.
-

THE JOURNEY BEGINS!
STAY TUNED!!!

ILTh huh.

7.) The R.R.c.c. administraton has just declared
caffeine, as a banned aubstance.
ifiat9ou're. confident
8) When 90ct tell j our- instructor
Tyr his class, he,
Mat 9001 meek *it protect deaCgine6
! mons hyfer fc.,2 1(9 .
-

falls to his Knees and

q.) You recognize one of -the 'mature' students 167-om
"America's /nal' Warted' On ±u. (a? niallt.
are_ worse thin3s
*an being a staryin3 artist- like, being a „staruing

Jo) You -find out Ruickis

DEAL r?

1-‘1E WIDER

student artist!
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